ESSENTIAL LABELS FOR HEALTHCARE, LABORATORY AND CALIBRATION APPLICATIONS

Our nation is united in fighting the COVID-19 coronavirus. As an essential supplier, ID Label’s manufacturing facilities remain operational during this crisis. We are prioritizing orders for healthcare providers, testing and research laboratories, manufacturers, distributors and other companies deemed essential by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

In This Together

ID Label is a leading supplier of durable barcode labels for a variety of medical applications. Engineered to withstand harsh environments, our labels have been tested to withstand xylene, alcohol and extreme temperatures.

Paper, polyester and other durable labels can be left blank for printing in your facility or preprinted with barcodes and your organization’s name and logo.

Applications include:
- Test Tubes
- Vials
- Blood Bags
- Slides
- Cassettes
- Plates
- Chart Labels
- Equipment Calibration
- Void/Tamper-Evident
- Asset Tags
- And many more
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Contact us today for an ASAP quote